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B.

ORGANIZATION OF THE WORK AND EQUIPMENT
By W. O. SMITH, U.S. Geological Survey

The purpose of the field operations at Lake Mead
during 1948-49 was the collection of basic data which,
in conjunction with pertinent data collected at other
times or at other places within the drainage basin,
would permit analysis of the effects of the development
of this huge reservoir. The survey program included:
(1) mapping of the bottom of the reservoir; (2) computation of reservoir area and capacity tables; (3) determination of the extent and distribution of the bottom
sediments and their physical and chemical properties;
(4) determination of salinity and thermal characteristics of the lake wTaters; and (5) precise leveling to
determine changes since 1935 in elevations of stations
in the Hoover Dam level net.
Field headquarters for the survey were maintained
at Boulder City in space provided by the Bureau of
Reclamation. The shop and supply facilities of the
Bureau were used extensively in connection with many
phases of the project, and laboratory space was provided by the Bureau in the powerhouse at the dam.
Extensive assistance in both service and use of heavy
equipment was also provided by the Bureau of
Reclamation.
MAPPING THE BOTTOM OF THE RESERVOIR

The reservoir formed by Hoover Dam includes a
main body of deep water and a narrow, seasonal extension up the Lower Granite Gorge of the Colorado
River. Most of the bottom of the main body has been
inundated continuously since the first filling of the
reservoir; but the bottom of the extension is covered
by shallow water only when the lake is at its highest
stage, and at other times consists only of the channel
that carries the inflowing river water, and bordering
areas that are above water level. Because of the contrasting characteristics of these two parts of the reservoir, two groups were organized for the mapping of the
bottom: the one in the lake, employing echo-sounding
techniques and equipment with locations fixed by sextant observations, and the other along the river, using
lead-line sounding and land-survey methods and
equipment.
The mapping of the bottom of the lake required the
establishment of horizontal and vertical control, and

a comprehensive system of soundings. The horizontal
control used for the 1935 survey of the reservoir site
by the Soil Conservation Service was reviewed, a new
network of control stations was established, and shore
signals were erected for the new survey.
The new control stations were established in 1947-48
by a triangulation party that was in the field for about
a year, working ahead of the other parties involved in
the hydrographic survey. Equipment included what
was necessary to execute third-order triangulation, materials and tools for the installation of more than 300
permanent station markers, an automobile for overland
transportation, and a boat suitable for transportation
on the lake from Boulder City to the shoreline control
stations, most of which were inaccessible except by boat.
Camping equipment and supplies sufficient for periods
of a week to 10 days were also required.
For the erection of shore signals a three- to four-man
party was required intermittently throughout the survey. This crew was also responsible for establishment of
auxiliary control stations as needed, and for transit observations of boat positions when necessary. The signal
party consisted of one or two engineers, and two subprofessional helpers. Equipment included a car for
overland transportation, a boat suitable for transportation around the lake, transits for observation of signal
and boat positions, and the materials and tools necessary for the erection and maintenance of the shore
signals.
Vertical control required installation and maintenance of several water-stage recorders, the leveling
necessary to tie in certain of these gages to the Coast and
Geodetic Survey precise level net, and the determination
of daily lake elevations for conversion of soundings to
bottom elevations. This work required a three- to
four-man party intermittently throughout the survey.
Equipment requirements were the same as for the signal
party, with the addition of the water-stage recorders
and the stilling wells and shelters necessary for simultaneous operation of five gages.
The sounding operations involved a comprehensive
system of sounding lines covering the entire lake, operated by a trained party of seven men. This work was
done by Navy personnel.
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A 38-foot picket boat, modified to accommodate the
sounding equipment and the operating crew, was used as
the sound boat. The cabin was enlarged by removing
the after bulkhead and mounting the recorders so as to
leave room for a recording table and the sound observer.
A platform was built above the cabin and engine compartment to provide space for the plotter, recorder, boat
officer, and three anglemen. Hydrographic equipment
necessary to the navigation of the sound boat along
designated range lines or courses included sextants, protractors, sounding clock, compass, etc. Several types of
echo-sounding equipment were used in the survey of the
lake. The N J-8 depth recorder equipment and the NK6 portable depth recorder equipment, developed for the
Navy Department by the Bludworth Marine Division of
National-Simplex-Bludworth, Inc., used a frequency of
14.25 kc for the transmission of sound through the
water, and could be operated in a depth range of 2 to
1,200 feet. The NGB-3 depth-recording equipment,
developed for the Navy Department by the Pacific
Division, Bendix Aviation Corp., operated at a frequency of 50 kc and could record depths between 2y2
and 300 feet.
During the course of operations in Boulder Basin it
was possible to base all field parties at Boulder City.
For operations in other areas it was necessary to provide
facilities for the parties in the field for periods of a
week to 10 days. A floating base was formed by a 21by 105-foot barge, constructed from 5- by 7-foot steel
pontoons. Its facilities included a combined galley and
mess room, bunk space for 16 men, a small office, and a
small workshop. The barge was self propelled, and was
provided with gasoline winches for handling anchor,
derrick, and core-sampling equipment, and with motor
generator units for obtaining electric power and lights.
A twin-engine 45-foot picket boat furnished transportation to the barge from Boulder City or the nearest access
road; a landing craft (LCVP) transported supplies and
equipment; and a second self-propelled steel barge,
about 35 by 14 feet in size, housed fuel-storage tanks.
Three 24-foot plane-personnel boats were used for the
topographic work and for the geologic and general
limnologic investigations.
Preparation of charts and maps, for use in the sounding operations and the final plotting of field data, required the full-time services of an engineer-draftsman,
part-time services of a second draftsman, and a considerable proportion of the time of two engineers.
Determination of contour areas and preparation of area
and capacity tables for the lake required part-time
services of one engineer and two subprofessional
assistants.

1948-49

The field party for the survey of Lower Granite Gorge
also had a floating base of operations: a barge built of
four aluminum pontoons and decked over by a 20- by
50-foot floor. Tents were pitched over 18- by 20-foot
frames at each end of the barge, for use respectively
as sleeping quarters and kitchen for the working crew.
The barge was assembled and equipped at the boat
landing near Boulder City and then was towed to its
first position in Granite Gorge, about 5 miles below
Bridge Canyon. As the survey progressed downstream
the barge was moved several miles at a time to the best
available location.
Other floating equipment used on the river survey
included a Higgins 29-foot inboard-motorboat for
transporting men and supplies from Pierce Ferry to the
floating base of operations; a Penn Yan 18-foot inboard-motorboat, with sounding equipment mounted in
the bow, for making underwater cross sections; a 16foot air boat, powered by a 135-horsepower aircooled
engine; and two outboard-motorboats, used as work
boats by the survey crew.
DETERMINING THE CHARACTER OF SEDIMENTS

The determination of the chemical and physical properties of sediments deposited in Lake Mead required
numerous samples, obtained by both surface sampling
and core sampling. The locations for sampling were
selected, preliminary examinations made, and samples
preserved by the resident geologist, H. E. Gould, with
assistance of other members of the field staff as
required.
Most of the core samples were taken with a gravitytype sampler similar to those used in oceanographic
work. The manipulation of this core sampler required
a crew of about six men; it was performed by the Navy
party under direction of Lt. C. C. McCall. Sampling
was done from the large pontoon barge, which was
provided with winches and a derrick for handling the
heavy equipment, and which had sufficient space for
assembly and removal of cores.
Early in 1949 a piston-type core sampler was developed by W. O. Smith after Kullenberg's design
(1947) and constructed for use in Lake Mead. This
sampler provided samples of greater length, and more
nearly approaching undisturbed conditions, than samples obtained with the gravity-core sampler. Pistoncore samples were collected and analyzed under the
supervision of W. O. Smith, assisted by all personnel
on the project except the topographic party. The full
Navy crew was needed for handling the equipment.
A laboratory was set up in Hoover Dam for making
analyses of the samples, including determinations of
the percent of sediment by dry weight, weight of
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sediment per unit volume of sample, grain densities,
and mechanical (particle-size) analyses. Equipment
included a large assortment of laboratory apparatus
suitable for making the above analyses on a large
number of samples.
Photographs were made of the sediment surface,
other bottom features, and certain engineering structures, using underwater cameras and the necessary gear
for operating them in water as deep as 450 feet.
Early in the investigation it was learned that the
temperatures of the bottom sediments, particularly in
the vicinity of Hoover Dam, were considerably higher
than those of the water near the bottom of the lake.
To determine the cause of the high temperatures, a
study of the bacteriology and biochemistry of the
bottom sediments was made. Samples were collected
from a 100-foot vertical section of the sediments near
the dam; they were analyzed in the laboratories of the
Scripps Institution at La Jolla, Calif.
For measuring the temperatures of the bottom sediments, a mud bathythermograph was designed and
constructed by the Navy Electronics Laboratory. This
instrument was patterned after the conventional bathythermograph but modified by the addition of a pointed
nose, weighted so as to penetrate the sediment to considerable depth, and by relocation of the temperaturemeasuring capillary tubing to reduce hysteresis caused
by mud clinging to the instrument.
MEASURING THE SALINITY AND THERMAL CHARACTER.
ISTICS OF THE LAKE WATER

Surveys of the salinity and thermal characteristics
of the lake were made by the Navy Electronics Laboratory. Personnel of the Oceanographic Section
made 12 monthly cruises beginning in February 1948
for field observations and collection of samples. The
water samples collected during the cruises were analyzed in the Salt Lake City laboratory of the Geological
Survey.
PRECISE LEVELING

The Coast and Geodetic Survey ran precise levels
to stations of the Hoover Dam level net in three different periods, in order to ascertain the extent of deformation of the earth's crust resulting from the impounded water in Lake Mead. Levels were run in
1935, when the reservoir had just begun to fill; in
1940^1, when the reservoir held about 85 percent of
its capacity; and in 1949-50, when the reservoir storage ranged from 60 to 70 percent of capacity.
The topographic and hydrographic work of the 194849 survey is based upon the primary leveling of 1935,
and no adjustments have been made for changes doc-
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umented by the releveling of subsequent years. The
effects of crustal deformation since 1935 upon the capacity of Lake Mead must therefore be evaluated
separately.
COMMENTS ON OPERATIONS

On the whole, the operations progressed as outlined
at the initial conferences except for delays caused by
adverse weather, principally strong winds. Past records of wind movement and information from local
boatmen indicated that strong winds were infrequent
except during March, and it was thought during initial
planning that field operations would be possible fully
95 percent of the time. Actually strong winds occurred very frequently throughout the spring and summer of 1948. Records at Boulder City indicated a total
wind movement well above the average from January
to August, except in June, when it was about average.
In fact, monthly totals of wind movement for February through May were higher than any recorded in
the preceding 5-year period, and movement in March
and April was 140 percent of average.
As a result, sounding and sampling operations were
possible only about two-thirds of the time in the first
6 months of the survey. Strong winds hampered the
triangulation work to a lesser extent, but they caused
considerable discomfort and annoyance and made
maintenance of shore signals more difficult than had
been anticipated. The work of the water-sampling
crew was occasionally delayed and frequently rendered
difficult by wind and wave action.
Although wind was a frequent source of delay and
annoyance, there were periods when gentle winds or
calm prevailed. However, from about the middle of
May until the middle of September, the heat and glare
enervated the men and added to the difficulties of
sounding and triangulation. Visibility of shore signals and triangulation flags was so poor in midday
that triangulation and sounding crews could work only
during the early forenoon and late afternoon. Other
delays were occasioned by difficulties with sounding
equipment and boats, but these were not excessive, falling in the range of normal operational difficulties.
The personnel that were based on the pontoon barge
were fortunate in comparison with those of the triangulation party or the parties that made monthly
cruises on the lake and made shore camps each night.
Camping operations at all seasons and in all kinds of
weather proved quite unsatisfactory and consumed disproportionately large amounts of time of the technical
personnel. For any future operation of a similar nature on Lake Mead or in similar primitive environments, it would be very desirable to provide a boat
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sufficiently large to permit a crew of 4 or 5 men to live
aboard for 1- to 2-week periods.
COMMUNICATION FACILITIES

By Lt. C. C. MCCALL, USN
Radio communications were necessary for effective
operation both in midlake and along the shore, because
the lake was almost entirely inaccessible by roads. The
survey covered a lake area of about 200 square miles,
of which only Boulder Basin could be surveyed from
Boulder City. Through radio communication, weather
reports were received and transmitted daily, equipment and stores were ordered in advance, and contact was available with personnel based in Boulder
City. Radio communications among the small boats
engaged in the hydrographic surveying, sampling,
erecting signals, and topographic surveying were essential in the surveying operations and also insured
against delay or disaster in the event of breakdown or
trouble that might otherwise maroon them in some
remote part of the lake.
The Department of the Interior was assigned a
frequency for the Lake Mead operations by the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee. Arrangements for use of certain radio frequencies were made
with the Secretary of the Federal Communication
Commission. A nongovernment frequency, assigned
to the Department of Water and Power, City of Los
Angeles, was also used on a temporary sharing basis
during the course of the survey. The Department of
Water and Power and the staff of its radio station
KIKH at Boulder City generously lent assistance at
all times throughout the survey.
The transmitter selected for installation on the barge
was operated by the 115-volt a-c power supply from
two gasoline-driven generators installed on the barge
for electrical power. Portable radio transmitting and
receiving sets were installed in the small boats engaged
in various phases of the work connected with the sur-

vey. The effective range of these sets was about 15
miles while operating on Lake Mead, but both the
range and reception were variable, depending on the
location of the boat in the lake and on climatic conditions. Boulder City stations were unable to communicate with the small boats after they had passed
through Boulder Canyon into the Virgin Basin, and
the radios were used chiefly in the Boulder Basin or
within the vicinity of the barge. The 45-foot picket
boat was equipped with a permanently installed radio
receiving and transmitting set that had a greater range
than the portable sets installed on the other boats.
Six portable radio transmitting and receiving sets
were used during the surveys of bays and inlets too
small to set up signals for sounding with the regular
sound boat. These sets were effective within a 4-mile
radius and were far superior to "hand flag" signals in
surveying by the transit method, which requires that
the survey boat be kept on course by continuous observations from two points and that these observations
be transmitted continuously to the boat.
The radio equipment used on the boats and barge in
the Lake Mead survey was furnished by the Bureau of
Ships, Navy Department, and responsibility for its
installation and maintenance was assigned to the Electronics Section of the Long Beach Naval Shipyard.
After the original installation, however, the equipment
was operated and maintained by two of the chief petty
officers assigned to the survey crew.
In the lower Granite Gorge two-way radio communication was maintained between the barge and the
Bureau of Reclamation's Office of River Control in
Boulder City. The radios were operated on regular
morning and afternoon schedules, with the Boulder
City station on a standby basis during office hours so
that contact could be made in case of emergency on
the job in the canyon.
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